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William Shakespeare

ou should look like an innocent flower, but be like
the snake that hides underneath the flower.
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SCALES SnAKEs
With the exception of the Antarctic, snakes are found across every continent and in every habitat.
This animal has featured in the collective imagination ever since the time of classical mythology
and right up to today’s Hollywood blockbusters. Various different cultures and societies have attributed magical characteristics to the snake. A symbol of transformation due to the shedding of
its skin, it provokes fear and reverence due to the powers of its poison and has come to be seen as a
sign of beauty, with its glossy scales and sinuous movements.
Asclepius, the Greek god of medicine, was often depicted holding a snake-entwined staff, as in
mythology the animal was considered to bear healing powers. In China, the deities Nuwa and
Fuxi both have the tail of a serpent: this symbolism has been interpreted as the animal’s ability
to link the earth with the heavens. For its part, Australia has the Rainbow Serpent, which rose
out of the bowels of the earth during creation: even today, a rainbow is believed to be a sign of the
snake moving from one place to the other, in a quest for water and fertility. The feathered serpent
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of Mesoamerica, half bird and half rattlesnake, is also known Quetzalcóatl, the god
of wind, rain and life, creator of the cosmos
and of Humanity: the Native Americans saw
invaders as the reincarnation of the snake
deity and decided not to fight him, but to
surrender instead. Traditional societies have
always respected the negative, dark side of
the creatures that they worshipped, in the
knowledge that snakes could become truly
lethal if provoked.
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The passion that exists between a woman
and a snake is innate to every female creature; faced with a snake, a woman feels both
fear and attraction, drawn to it like a magnet
to a seam of iron in the depths of the earth,
as in any love story worthy of the definition
“never ending”. This special bond goes beyond historical eras and cultures, and has
never been understood in a rational sense;
its icon is the Bvlgari serpent with its scales,
gemstones, and gold coiled taut around human, female skin.
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You know snakes is supposed
to be bad luck, he said, but they
must have some good in em

on account of them old geechee
snake doctors uses em all
the time for medicines.
Cormac McCarthy
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I have written a lot
about snakes.

There's something pretty
primordial about it.
Laurie Anderson
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SERPENTI exhibition
From 16 May 2018, the New Curiosity Shop in Via Condotti in Rome changed its skin in homage
to the snake as it hosts the Serpenti Art Exhibition by Bvlgari held in Rome, Singapore and Tokyo
in 2016 and 2017.
The serpent has been the icon motif for Maison Bvlgari since the end of the forties, and its expressive force now invades the boutique in Via Condotti in the form of works of art from all over the
world. The result is a visitor experience that dialogues with creativity and imagination, integrated into the store’s fixtures and fittings.
The treasure hunt begins with the rug in wool and silk Amiamo il Serpente (We love the Serpent), a reworking of Fornasetti’s biblical snake. It continues with the colours of the Abstract
Painting by Philip Taaffe, an artist obsessed with the world of reptiles. From the window, a
snake hypnotises passers-by, inviting them to come in off the Roman streets and take a trip into
a parallel world. Danger and the primordial power of the stars merge in the two works by Niki
de Saint Phalle Snake Mirror and Fauteuil Serpent, which depict imaginary beasts from a tarot
garden in Capalbio. Then, as if by magic, appear the creatures of Joana Vasconcelos, Electra
and White Snake: two ceramic sculptures hidden under a crocheted cloth make believe that
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the snake is shedding its skin. On another
wall, Medusa, by the artist Jim Starr, offers
a sexy pop interpretation of this mythological figure. The young Italian David Aaron
Angeli catches the eye: a goldsmith skilled
in the lost wax technique—the same still
used today by Bvlgari for its high jewellery.
From playful to the gothic mood of East of
Eden by Mat Collishaw, with a piece that
tells the story of the Murano glass making
artisans’ tradition.
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An interactive place, with video and virtual
media: a snake hypnotises visitors from an
LCD screen that looks like a mirror, while
the till at the entrance to the boutique becomes a technological panel where visitors
can design their own personal Serpenti creation. It all draws to a close with a display
of historic Serpenti pieces from the Bvlgari
Heritage and Bvlgari High Jewellery Collection, and visitors can then follow the
snake to number 10 Via Condotti, the icon
address of the Bvlgari boutique, where the
exhibition sinuously continues.
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Wu Jian’an
We’re inside the New Curiosity Shop. In
this highly competitive age, the Beijing artist Wu Jian’an highlights the importance of
creativity for survival. Through two artworks he shows how the snake, a popular creature in Chinese mythology, uses cunning to
avoid defeat.
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Wu Jian’an is a storyteller. In Two great snakes compete for a pair of beautiful butterfly
wings, two serpents fight to the death as described in the title. Hundreds of tiny pieces of
paper form the image of a young snake ready
to take on an immortal divinity. Despite his
age, size and experience (or lack thereof), the
young snake finds a way to win the fight.
In Dinosaur, Wu takes a different approach.
The snake’s skeleton, placed atop a deer’s
antler, is perfectly placed to allow the butterfly wings to emerge. In this case, careful
consideration is the secret to beating one’s
enemy. In both works, butterfly wings grow
out of the snake’s back as the metaphor for
physical and spiritual evolution. The public
can decide which of the two transformations
produces the most lasting results. Wu doesn’t offer any answers, leaving the question
open to debate.
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Serpents do certainly
bite, and squirrels also,
but only when
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they are injured.
Voltaire
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BRAND SKIN
A snake of fuchsia light slithers through the window display, against a lime green background.
Inside, jewellery is placed upon leaves, reminiscent of the Garden of Eden: snakes appear and
move, made and signed by artists from all over the world. Snakes are displayed on the walls and in
glass cases: the New Curiosity Shop is shedding its skin to reveal a new one, just like a snake. Anyone strolling along Via Condotti can’t help but stop and peek in, thanks to the appealing neon
lighting and the new interiors created for the Serpenti Art Exhibition. In a word: extravagance –
in both the jewellery itself, and the choice of furnishings. For Bvlgari there’s no limit to creativity
and the sheer range of materials used together – simply audacity, courage and determination.
Bvlgari’s takes inspiration from every corner of the imagination – like here, in the New Curiosity
Shop – and this luxury house’s strength and power lie in its ability to blend this whimsicality with
the culture of Rome.
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CVRIOVS?

Cover, detail of floor in the
New Curiosity Shop in Via Condotti, Rome;
Fornasetti rug, Amiamo il Serpente;

Snake, collage by Luca Artioli,
published in edition no. 11 of Life in Bvlgari magazine
Scales and Snakes

3. Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with green enamel, rubies and diamonds, 1975;

6. Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with black enamel, emeralds and diamonds, 1970;
9. Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with black and white enamel and diamonds, 1965;

11. Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with white enamel, emeralds and diamonds, 1970;
12. Serpenti belt in gold with polychrome enamel and sapphires, 2010;
15. Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with polychrome enamel
and emeralds, 1967;
15. Serpenti bracelet-watch in gold with polychrome enamel
and diamonds, 1965, Private Collection;
15. Serpenti bracelet with gold with rubies and diamonds, 1955, Private Collection;

CHAPTERS INDEX

Photographies/aesthetics by Javier Gomez,
published in edition no. 7 of Life in Bvlgari magazine
SERPENTI ART EXHIBITION

17. Mat Collishaw, East of Eden;

18. Fornasetti rug, Amiamo il Serpente;

20. Niki de Saint Phalle, Fauteuil serpent, 1982;
21. Philip Taaffe, Abstract Painting;
23. The artist Wu Jianʼan Portrait;
24. Wu Jianʼan, Dinosaur;

25. Wu Jianʼan, Two great snakes compete for a pair of beautiful butterfly wings
Brand new Skin

27. Outside and inside the New Curiosity Shop
in Via Condotti, Rome
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